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“Acceptance is the first step to move forward
and Taking Measures is the final step …….”

Humans are beautiful creations of God, each with different abilities.
Many are differently abled and recognize their inner strength, some stay
abandoned by commonly abled.

“Being Me” is an initiative taken by Satish Pradhan Dnyanasadhana
College for coming five years which would focus on different social concerns
such as LGBT, Divyangjan, Cervical Cancer, AIDS, PCOD etc. This event will
help stake holders to recognise the strength of differently abled sections of our
society.

Every department will undertake some activity per year depending on the
theme decided under the banner of “Being Me”.

The theme for this year is “Sensitization Of Stakeholders” towards
LGBT community, Divyangjan, personal hygiene and health care concerns. We
would also work towards empowering the labour class economically and
digitally by raising awareness of different digital platforms.

Some of the Primary Objectives are:
● To change attitude of stakeholders towards sexuality stereotypes & to

broaden the understanding about gender identity and equality
● To create awareness about gender specific health issues like AIDS,

Cervical cancer and PCOD
● To help the unskilled working population in enhancing skill sets.
● To sensitize stakeholders towards issues of differently abled and to help

in their empowerment.
● To sensitize stakeholders about the challenges faced by old age citizens

and conduct programmes for their general wellbeing.
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